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Abstract. In ordinary learning paradigm, a target concept, whose examples are fed 
to an inference machine, is assumed to belong to a hypothesis space which is given 
in advance. However this assumption is not appropriate, if we want an inference 
machine to infer or to discover an unknown rule which explains examples or data 
obtained from scientific experiments. 

In their previous paper, Mukouchi and Arikawa discussed both refut ability and 
inferability of a hypothesis space from examples. In this paper, we take a minimal 
concept as an approximate concept within a hypothesis space, and discuss inferability 
of a minimal concept of the target concept which may not belong to the hypothesis 
space. That is, we force an inference machine to converge to a minimal concept of 
the target concept, if there are minimal concepts of the target concept within the 
hypothesis space. We also show that there are some rich hypothesis spaces that are 
minimally inferable from positive data. 

1. Introduction 

Inductive inference is a process of hypothesizing a general rule from examples. As a correct 
inference criterion for inductive inference of formal languages and models of logic program- 
ming, we have mainly used Gold's identification in the limit[8]. An inference machine M 
is said to identify a concept L in the limit, if the sequence of guesses from M, which is 
successively fed a sequence of examples of L, converges to a correct expression of L, that 
is, all guesses from M become a unique expression after a certain finite time and that 
the expression is a correct one. Under this criterion, many productive results concern- 
ing inductive inference from positive data have been reported by Angluin [2], Wright [24], 
Shinohara[21, 221 and Moriyama&Sato [l3]. 

In this criterion, a target concept, whose examples are fed to an inference machine, 
is assumed to belong to a hypothesis space which is given in advance. However this as- 
sumption is not appropriate, if we want an inference machine to infer or to discover an 
unknown rule which explains examples or data obtained from scientific experiments. In 
their previous paper, Mukouchi and Arikawa[15] discussed both refutability and inferabil- 
ity of the hypothesis space concerned from examples. If a target concept is a member of 



the hypothesis space, then an inference machine should identify the target concept in the 
limit, otherwise it should refute the hypothesis space itself in a finite time. They showed 
that there are some rich hypothesis spaces that are refutable and inferable from complete 
data (i.e. positive and negative data or an informant), but refutable and inferable classes 
from only positive data (i.e. text) are very small. 

In practical applications of inductive inference, there are many cases where we want an 
inference machine to infer an approximate concept within the hypothesis space concerned, 
even when there is no concept which exactly coincides with the target concept. In this 
paper we take a minimal concept as an approximate concept within the hypothesis space, 
and discuss inferability of a minimal concept of the target concept which may not belong 
to the hypothesis space. That is, we force an inference machine to converge to a minimal 
concept of the target concept, if there is a minimal concept of the target concept within the 
hypothesis space. We introduce some criteria which specify behaviors of inference machines 
in case there is no minimal concept of the target concept within the hypothesis space. 

In 1989, Wright [24] showed that if a class has so-called finite elasticity, then the class 
is inferable in the limit from positive data. Using this result, Shinohara(21, 221 showed 
that the classes definable by length-bounded EFS's with at most n axioms are inferable in 
the limit from positive data. Furthermore Moriyama&Sato[l3] discussed closure properties 
of the classes with finite elasticity and inferability of the classes definable by max-length 
bounded EFS's from positive data. On the other hand, Sato&Moriyama[l8] introduced 
the notion of M-finite thickness to show another condition for inferability from positive 
data. Here we show that the classes with both finite elasticity and M-finite thickness are 
minimally inferable from positive data. Using the result, we show that the classes that 
were introduced by Shinohara[21, 221 are also minimally inferable from positive data. This 
means that there are rich hypothesis spaces that are minimally inferable from positive data. 

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we prepare some concepts necessary for 
our discussions and introduce our definitions of inferability. In Section 3 we discuss some 
sufficient conditions for a class to be minimally inferable from positive data. In Section 
4 we also show the differences between the powers of inference machines whose behaviors 
differs from each other when there is no minimal concept of the target concept in the class 
concerned. In Section 5 we discuss minimal inferability of length-bounded EFS definable 
classes from positive data, and show that there are some rich hypothesis spaces that are 
minimally inferable from positive data. 

2. Preliminaries 

We start with basic definitions and notions on inductive inference of indexed families of 
recursive concepts. 

Let U be a recursively enumerable set to which we refer as a universal set. Then we call 
L c U a concept. In case the universal set U is the set C+ of all nonnull finite strings over 
a finite alphabet C ,  we also call L U a language. 

Definition 2.1. Let N = {1,2, . .} be the set of all natural numbers. A class C = {L;);EN 
of concepts is said to be an indexed family of recursive concepts, if there is a recursive 



function f : N x U -+ {0,1) such that 

1, i f w E L ; ,  
(i' w, = { 0, otherwise. 

In what follows, we assume that a class of concepts is an indexed family of recursive 
concepts without any notice, and identify a class with a hypothesis space. 

Definition 2.2. A positive presentation, or a text, of a nonempty concept L is an infinite 
sequence wl, w2, . . of elements in the universal set U such that {wl, w2, . . .) = L. In what 
follows, a or 6 denotes a positive presentation, and a[n] denotes the a's initial segment of 
length n 2 0. For a positive presentation a, each element in a is called a fact, and a[n]+ 
denotes the set of all facts in a[n]. 

An inductive inference machine (IIM, for short) is an effective procedure, or a certain 
type of Turing machine, which requests inputs from time to time and produces positive 
integers from time to time. An inductive inference machine that can refute hypothesis 
spaces (RIIM, for short) is an effective procedure, or a certain type of Turing machine, 
which requests inputs from time to time and either (i) produces positive integers from 
time to time or (ii) refutes the class and stops after producing some positive integers. The 
outputs produced by the machine are called guesses. 

For an IIM M and a finite sequence a[n] = wl, w2, , w,, by M(o[n]), we denote the 
last guess of M which is successively presented wl, wz, . . , w, on its input requests. For an 
RIIM M and a finite sequence o[n] = wl, w2, , w,, by M(a[n]), we denote the last guess 
or the 'refutation' sign produced by M which is successively presented wl, w2, , w, on 
its input requests. 

An IIM M or an RIIM M is said to converge to an index i for a positive presentation 
a, if there is an n 2 0 such that for any rn 2 n, M(a[rn]) is defined and equal to i. An 
RIIM M is said to refute a class C from a positive presentation CT, if there is an n 2 0 such 
that M(a[n]) is defined and equal to the 'refutation' sign. In this case we also say that M 
refutes the class C from o[n]. 

Definition 2.3 (Gold[8]). An IIM M is said to infer a class C in the limit from positive 
data, if for any Li E C and any positive presentation a of Li, M converges to an index j for 
a such that Lj = L;. 

A class C is said to be inferable in the limit from positive data, if there is an IIM which 
infers C from positive data. 

In the above definition, the behavior of an inference machine is not specified, when we 
feed a positive presentation of a concept which is not in the class concerned. 

Let L s U be a concept and let C be a class. Then a concept L, E C is said to be 
a minimal concept of L within C, if (i) L L, and (ii) for any Li E C, L Li implies 

Li Ln- 

Hereafter, for a concept L U, we write L E C, if there is an Li E C such that Li = L. 

Definition 2.4 (Sakurai[lG]). An IIM M is said to reliably infer a class C from positive 
data, if it satisfies the following condition: For any nonempty concept L and any positive 
presentation a of L, (i) if L E C, then M converges to an index i for a such that L; = L, 
(ii) otherwise M does not converge to any index for a .  



An IIM M is said to semi-reliably infer a class C from positive data, if it satisfies the 
following condition: For any nonempty concept L and any positive presentation a of L, 
(i) if L E C, then M converges to an index i for 0 such that Li = L, (ii) otherwise if M 
converges to an index i for a, then L; is a minimal concept of L within C. 

A class C is said to be reliably inferable (resp., semi-reliably inferable) from positive data, 
if there is an IIM which reliably (resp., semi-reliably) infers C from positive data. 

In the above Definition 2.4, the notion of reliable identification was introduced by 
Minicozzi[l2] and Blum&Blum[7] for function learning, and it was adapted to language 
learning by Sakurai[lG]. Concerning (semi-)reliable inferability from positive data, Sakurai[lG] 
obtained the following characterizations. 

Theorem 2.1 (Sakurai [ l G ]  ) . (a) A class C is reliably inferable from positive data, i f  and 
only i f  C contains no  infinite concept. 

(b) A class C is semi-reliably inferable from positive data, i f  and only i f  C is inferable 
in the limit from positive data. 

Now we introduce our definitions of minimal inferability. 

Definition 2.5. An IIM M is said to minimally infer a class C from positive data, if it 
satisfies the following condition: For any nonempty concept L and any positive presentation 
a of L, if there exists a minimal concept of L within C, then M converges to an index of a 
minimal concept of L within C for a .  

An RIIM M is said to refutably minimally infer a class C from positive data, if it satisfies 
the following condition: For any nonempty concept L and any positive presentation a of 
L, (i) if there exists a minimal concept of L within C, then M converges to an index of a 
minimal concept of L within C for a, (ii) otherwise M refutes the class C from a .  

An IIM M is said to reliably minimally infer a class C from positive data, if it satisfies 
the following condition: For any nonempty concept L and any positive presentation a of 
L, (i) if there exists a minimal concept of L within C, then M converges to an index of a 
minimal concept of L within C for a, (ii) otherwise M does not converge to any index for 
a .  

An IIM M is said to strong-minimally infer a class C from positive data, if for any 
nonempty concept L and any positive presentation a of L, M converges to an index of a 
minimal concept of L within C for a. 

A class C is said to be minimally (resp., strong-minimally, refutably minimally or reliably 
minimally) inferable from positive data, if there is an IIM (resp., an IIM, an RIIM or an 
IIM) which minimally (resp., st rong-minimally, refutably minimally or reliably minimally) 
infers C from positive data. 

We note that a strong-minimally inferable class C has the strong property that for any 
nonempty concept L, there always exists a rninimal concept of L within C. To the contrary, 
by definition, for a class with this property, (refutably or reliably) minimal inferability is 
equivalent to strong-minimal inferability. In Section 5 we show that there are some rich 
hypothesis spaces that are strong-minimally inferable from positive data. 

Let M be an IIM or an RIIM which (refutably, reliably or strong-) minimally infers a 
class C from positive data. If we feed a positive presentation a of a concept Li E C to M ,  



then M converges to an index j with Lj = Li for 0, because L; itself is the unique minimal 
concept, i.e. the least concept, of Li within C. Therefore M also infers C in the limit from 
positive data. 

By Definition 2.3, 2.4, 2.5 and Theorem 2.1, it is easy to see that the following implica- 
tions hold: 

C is strong-minimally inferable from positive data, 

1 
C is refutably minimally inferable from positive data, 

1 
C is reliably minimally inferable from positive data, 

1 
C is minimally inferable from positive data, 

C is inferable in the limit from positive data, 

C is semi-reliably inferable from positive data. 

In Section 4, we will sharpen the above separations. 

Definition 2.6 (Angluin[2]). Let C = {Li);€N be a class. A set U is said to be a 
finite tell-tale of a concept Li E C within C, if (i) Ti is a finite subset of L; and (ii) for any 
Lj E C, Ti Lj implies Lj L;. 

Theorem 2.2 (Angluin[2]) . A class C = {L;);tN is inferable in the limit from positive 
data, i f  and only if there is an effective procedure which on input i enumerates a finite 
tell-tale Ti of  L; E C within C. 

Definition 2.7 (Wright [24], Motoki et a1. [14]). A class C is said to have infinite elasticity, 
if there are two infinite sequences wo, wl, wz, . E U and Lj,, Lj,, . E C such that for any 
i 2 I, 

{wo, wl, . . , ~ i - 1 )  2 Lji but W ;  6 Lji. 

A class C is said to have finite elasticity, if C does not have infinite elasticity. 

Theorem 2.3 (Wright[24]). I f  a class C = {LiIiEN has finite elasticity, then there is an 
effective procedure which on input i enumerates a finite tell-tale Ti o f  Li within C. 

Definition 2.8 (Angluin[2]). A class C is said to have finite thickness, if for any nonempty 
finite set T 2 U ,  the cardinality of {L; E C I T 2 Li) is finite. 

Proposition 2.4 (Wright[24]). I f  a class C has finite thickness, then C has finite elasticity. 

By Theorem 2.2, 2.3 and Proposition 2.4, we see that a class with finite elasticity or finite 
thickness is inferable in the limit from positive data. Hence many studies on inferability 
from positive data concentrate on uniform and recursive enumerability of finite tell-tales 
(cf. Angluin [2], Wright [24], Sato&Umayahara[l7], Sato&Moriyama[l8] and Kapur [9] ) . 

In the ordinary inductive inference of an indexed family of nonempty recursive concepts 
from positive data, an inference machine takes the following strategy: 



o Search for an index i such that L; contains the obtained data and that a currently 
enumerated finite tell-tale of Li within C is contained in the set of obtained data. 

o If such an index is found, output it. 

However if an inference machine takes the same strategy to a positive presentation of a 
concept not in C, then it may not converge to any index for the presentation. 

By the following Proposition 2.5, we see that if we force an inference machine to converge 
to an index of a minimal concept of a target concept within the class concerned, finite tell- 
tales turn to be of no use. 

Proposition 2.5. Let C = {Li}iEN be a class ofconcepts each o f  which has a finite tell-tale 
within C, let L $!! C be a concept, and let Lj,, Lj,, - E C be minimal concepts o f  L within 
C. Then for any i 2 1, there is a finite tell-tale Ti of  LA within C such that T; L. 

Proof. For i 2 1, let be a finite tell-tale of Lji within C. Since LA is a minimal concept 
of L within C and L # Lji holds, it follows that L 2 Lji. Thus there is a wi E Lji \ L. 
Put Ti = U {w;}. Then it is easy to see that T, is a finite tell-tale of Lji within C which 
satisfies the proposition. II 

3. Inductive Inference of a Minimal Concept 

We start with some basic definitions and lemmas necessary for showing some sufficient 
conditions for minimal inferability. 

Definition 3.1 (Sato&Moriyama[l8]). A class C is said to satisfy 1MEF-condition, if for 
any nonempty finite set T 2 U and any Li E C with T 2 Li, there is a minimal concept Lj 
of T within C such that Lj Li. 

A class C is said to satisfy MFF-condition, if for any nonempty finite set T 5 U, the 
cardinality of {L; E C I Li is a minimal concept of T within C) is finite. 

A class C is said to have M-finite thickness, if C satisfies both MEF-condition and MFF- 
condition. 

We note that if a class C contains all nonempty finite concepts, then C has M-finite 
thickness. 

For a class with M-finite thickness, the existence of a finite tell-tale of each concept in 
the class leads to the enumerability of it. 

Theorem 3.1 (Sato&Moriyama[l8]). I f  a class C = {LiliEN has M-finite thickness and 
each concept in C has a finite tell-tale within C, then there is an effective procedure which 
on input i enumerates a finite tell-tale Ti o f  Li within C, and thus it is inferable in the limit 
from positive data. 

Here we note that the condition of M-finite thickness alone is not sufficient for inferability 
from positive data. 

Example 3.1. Let S F C  be the so-called superfinite class, that is, a class contains all finite 
concepts and at least one infinite concept. 

It is easy to see that this class has M-finite thickness. However as shown in Gold[8], this 
class is not inferable in the limit from positive data. 



Therefore this class is also not (refutably, reliably or strong-) minimally inferable from 
positive data. 

Lemma 3.2. Let C = {Li)iEN be a class. Then i f  there are two infinite sequences TI, T2, . . 
U o f  nonempty finite sets and Lj,, Lj,, . E C o f  concepts such that 

(i) Tl c T2 c . -, and 

(ii) for any i 2 1, Lj, is a minimal concept o f  Ti within C but is not that o f  Ti+l, 

then C has infinite elasticity. 

Proof. Assume that there are two infinite sequences TI, T2, . . 2 U of nonempty finite sets 
and Lj, , Lj2, . . . E C of concepts that satisfy both (i) and (ii) . 

Since Lji is a minimal concept of Ti within C, (a) T, c Lji holds and (b) for any Lj  E C, 
Ti C_ Lj implies Lj Lji. On the other hand, since Lji is not a minimal concept of Ti+l 
within C, either (c) T,+l Lji holds or (d) there is an Lj E C such that T,+l c Lj and 
Lj 2 Lj,. Since T, C_ Ti+l, (d) contradicts (b). Therefore (a), (b) and (c) hold. 

Thus we see by (c) that there is an infinite sequence wo, wl, w2, . such that 

wo E TI and wi E T,+l \Lji  for i 2 I. 

Furthermore we see by (a) that two infinite sequences wo, wl, w2, . and Lj, , Lj2, 
satisfy the following condition: For i > I, 

That is, C has infinite elasticity. 

Lemma 3.3. Let C = {LijiEN be a class, let L U be a nonempty concept, and let L, E C 
be a concept. Then i f  there is a finite subset T o f  L such that for any finite set T' with 
T C T' c L, L, is a minimal concept o f  T' within C ,  then L, is also a minimal concept o f  
L within C. 

Proof. Assume that there is a finite subset T of L such that for any finite set T' with 
T C T' c L, L, is a minimal concept of T' within C. 

(I) L L, holds. In fact, suppose the converse. Then there is a w E L \ L,. Let 
T' = T U {w). Then T C T' C L holds, and it follows by assumption that L, is a 
minimal concept of T' within C. Thus we have w E L,, which contradicts the assumption 
o f w E L \ L , .  

(11) For any Li E C, L C L; implies Li L,. In fact, suppose the converse. Then there 
is an Li E C such that L C L; and Li 2 L,. Since T L, it follows that T c Li 5 L,, 
which contradicts the assumption that L, is a minimal concept of T within C. 

Lemma 3.4. Let C = {Li)iEN be a class which satisfies n/l:.EF-condition and has finite 
elasticity, let L C U be a nonempty concept, and let L, E C be a concept. 

(a) I f  L E L,, then there is a minimal concept Lj o f  L within C such that Lj L,. 

(b) I f  L, is a minimal concept o f  L within C ,  then there is a finite subset T of  L such 
that L, is a minimal concept o f  T within C .  



Proof. (a) Assume L G L,. 

Claim: There are a finite subset T of L and an Lj E C with Lj C L, such that for any 
finite set T' with T G T' c L, Lj is a minimal concept of T' within C. 

Proof of the claim. Suppose the converse. Then for any finite subset T of L and any Lj E C 
with Lj C L,, there is a finite set T' with T 2 T' 5 L such that Lj is not a minimal 
concept of T' within C. 

We define Ti's and ji7s (i 2 1) inductively by the following stages: 

Stage I: 
Let Tl be any nonempty finite subset of L. Since TI L C L,, it follows by MEF- 
condition that there is a minimal concept Lj  of T within C such that Lj C L,. Put 
jl = j, and goto Stage 2. 

Stage i (2 2): 
Since TiV1 is a finite subset of L and Lji-, G L, holds, it follows by assumption that 
there is a finite set T' with z-1 C_ T' C L such that LA., is not a minimal concept of 
T' within C. Put Ti = T'. Since Ti G L C L,, it follows by MEF-condition that there 
is a minimal concept Lj of Ti within C such that Lj C_ L,. Put ji = j, and goto Stage 
i + 1. 

Then two infinite sequences TI, T2, . . . and Lj, , Lj,, . . . satisfy the condition of Lemma 
3.2, and it follows that C has infinite elasticity. This contradicts the assumption. 

By this claim and Lemma 3.3, we have the lemma. 

(b) Assume that L, is a minimal concept of L within C. Then suppose that for any 
finite subset T of L, L, is not a minimal concept of T within C. 

We define Ti's and j;'s (i 2 1) inductively by the following stages: 

Stage 1: 
Let Tl be any nonempty finite subset of L. Since TI 2 L 2 L,, it follows by MEF- 
condition that there is a minimal concept Lj of T within C such that Lj L,. Put 
jl = j, and goto Stage 2. 

Stage i (2 2): 
Since Ti-1 is a finite subset of L, it follows by assumption that L, is not a minimal 
concept of Ti-1 within C. 
Here we suppose that for any finite set T with Ti-1 G T G L, Lk-, is a minimal concept 
of T within C. Then by Lemma 3.3, Lji-, is a minimal concept of L within C. Since 
L, is not a minimal concept of Ti-1 within C, it follows that Lji-, # L,. Thus we have 
Lji-, 5 L,, which is impossible because both Lji-, and L, are minimal concepts of L 
within C. 
Therefore there is a finite set T with Ti-1 2 T G L such that Lji-, is not a minimal 
concept of T within C. Put Ti = T. Since Ti L L,, it follows by MEF-condition 
that there is a minimal concept Lj of Ti within C such that Lj  L,. Put ji = j, and 
goto Stage i + I. 



Then two infinite sequences TI, T2, and Lj, , Lj, , . . satisfy the condition of Lemma 
3.2, and it follows that C has infinite elasticity. This contradicts the assumption. 

In the above Lemma 3.4 (b), the condition that C has finite elasticity is necessary. In 
fact, we consider the class S F C  (cf. Example 3.1). It is easy to see that this class has 
infinite elasticity. Put L = U. Then the unique minimal concept, i.e. the least concept, of 
L within S F C  is L itself and that for any nonempty finite set T U, the unique minimal 
concept of T within S F C  is T itself. Thus for any finite set T E U, L is not a minimal 
concept of T within S F C .  

Definition 3.2. Let wl, w2,. . . be an effective enumeration of the universal set U, and let 
L c U be a concept. Then the finite subset of L masked by {wl, w2, , w,) is denoted by 
L("), that is, L(,) = L n {w,, w2, , wn). 

Lemma 3.5. Let L1, L2 C: U be concepts. 

(a) I f  L1 s L2, then there is a j 2 1 such that for any n > j ,  L?) 2 L?). 

(b)  I f  L1 g L2, then there is a j 2 1 such that for any n > j ,  L?) g L?). 

Proof. (a) Assume L1 5 L2. Then (i) L1 C: L2 and (ii) L2 \ L1 # 4 hold. By (ii), there is a 

j > 1 such that wj E L2 \ L1. Therefore for any n 2 j, wi E L?) \ L?) holds. On the other 

hand, by (i), for any n 2 1, L?) 5 L?) holds. Therefore for any n 2 j ,  L?) 5 L?) holds. 

(b) Assume L1 L2. Then L1 g L2 or L1 = L2 holds. 

(I) In case L1 g L2. There is a j > 1 such that wj E L1 \ L2. Therefore for any n > j, 
wj E L?) \ L?), i.e. L?) g L?), holds, and it follows that L?) g L?) holds. 

(11) In case L1 = L2. For any n 2 1, L?) = L?) holds, and it follows that L?) g L?). 

We note that for any indexed family C = {LijiEN of recursive concepts and any i, j, n 2 
1, whether L!") 2 L?) or not is recursively decidable. 

Theorem 3.6. I f  a class C has both finite elasticity and M-finite thickness, then C is 
reliably minimally inferable from positive data. 

Proof. Let us consider the procedure in Figure 1. 

Assume that we feed a positive presentation a of a nonempty concept L to the procedure. 

(I) In case there is no minimal concept of L within C .  Suppose that the procedure 
converges to an index i for 0. Then we see by Lemma 3.4 (a) that L g Li. Therefore 
there is an n 2 1 such that o[n]+ Li, and it follows that the index i does not satisfy the 
condition (1) in the procedure after reading the n-th fact. This is a contradiction. 

(11) In case there is a minimal concept of L within C .  Let io be the least index i such 
that L; is a minimal concept of L within C ,  that is, 

io = min{i I L c L; E C and Y j ,  [L Lj =+- Lj g Li]). 

Claim A: There is an n > 1 such that any index i < io does not satisfy the condition (1) 
or (2), after reading the n-th fact. 



Procedure IIM M; 

begin 

T = + ;  n = O ;  

repeat 

read the next fact and store it in T ;  

search for the least index i < n such that 

(1) T Li, and 

(2) ~j 5 n, [T G L, +- L?) (Z L!")]; 

if such an index i is found then output i else output n; 

forever; 

end. 

Figure 1: An IIM which reliably minimally infers a class from positive data 

Proof of the claim. We define mi's (1 < i < io) as follows: 

(i) In case L g Li. It is easy to see that there is an m > 1 such that for any j > rn, 
a[j]+ g Li. Put mi = rn. 

(ii) Otherwise. By the definition of io and the fact i < io, there is a j > 1 such that 
L G Lj and Lj s Li. Since Lj 5 Li, we see by Lemma 3.5 that there is an m > 1 such that 

for any n > m, L?) 2 L:"). Put mi = m. 

Then any index i < io does not satisfy the condition (1) or (2), after reading the 
max{rni I 1 < i < io}-th fact. CI 

It is clear that io satisfies the condition (1) at any point. 

Claim B: There is an n > 1 such that io always satisfies the condition ( 2 ) ,  after reading 
the n-th fact. 

Proof of the claim. For i > 1, put Ti = a[i]+. Since Lio is a minimal concept of L within C, 
it follows by Lemma 3.4 (b) that there is a finite subset T of L such that Lio is a minimal 
concept of T within C. Since a is a positive presentation of L, it follows that there is an 
m 2 1 such that T c Tm. Since T 2 Tm 2 L G Lie, it follows that Lio is also a minimal 
concept of Tm within C. 

Let {Lj,, , Lj,} be the collection of all minimal concepts of Tm within C, which is 
of finite cardinality by MFF-condition. Since Lio is a minimal concept of T, within C 
and Tm Lj, holds, it follows that Lji g Lio for any i with 1 < i < k. Therefore, by 

Lemma 3.5, we can take na7s (1 < i < k) such that for any n > ni, LC) g L::). Let 
( nmax = max{n; I 1 < i < k). Then for any i with 1 < i < k and any n 2 nmax, LC) (Z L;:) 

holds. 

On the other hand, for any n 2 1, if L:;) (Z L!:), then for any Lj  > LA, L:~) (Z L!:) 
holds. By MEF-condition and the definition of {Lj,, . , Lj, ), for any index j ,  if Tm Lj , 



then there is an i with 1 5 i 5 k such that Tm C Lji G Lj. Therefore for any n > n,,, 
and any j > 1, T, G Lj implies L?) L!:). Since Tm 2 Tm+1 ., it follows that for 

any n 2 max{m, n,,) and any j > 1, Tn 2 Lj implies L?) L!:). Therefore io always 
satisfies the condition (2), after reading the max{m, nmaX)-th fact. CI 

By Claim A and B, the procedure converges to io for a. II 

Here we note that the procedure in Figure 1 is a sufficiently general one in the following 
sense: By directly using the procedure, we can show that (i) the classes with finite elasticity 
or (ii) the classes with M-finite thickness, each of which concept has a finite tell-tale within 
the class, are inferable in the limit from positive data (cf. Theorem 2.3 and 3.1). 

For a class C which has finite elasticity but does not have M-finite thickness, the pro- 
cedure in Figure 1 may not minimally infer C from positive data, even when C is reliably 
minimally inferable from positive data. 

Example 3.2 (Kapur[lO]) . Let wl , wa, be an effective enumeration of the universal set 

U, which we used in defining Lin) (cf. Definition 3.2). Without loss of generality, we assume 
w;#wj  i f i # j .  

We put 
L = {wl) and L; = {wl, wi+1) for i 2 1. 

Then let C = {Li)iEN be the class of interest. It is easy to see that this class has finite 
elasticity but does not have M-finite thickness. 

On the other hand, any concept in C is a minimal concept of L within C. Let a = 

wl, wl, wl,. . be the positive presentation of L. Since for any n > 1 and any i with 
1 < i < n, L?) = {wl) and L!~) = {wl, wi+1) hold, it follows that the procedure does not 
converge to any index for a. 

That is, the procedure does not minimally infer C from positive data. 

However it is easy to see that this class is refutably minimally inferable from positive 
data. We omit the details. 

In Example 3.1, we have seen that the condition of M-finite thickness is not sufficient for 
inferability from positive data. Furthermore, by the following Example 3.3, the condition 
for a class with M-finite thickness to have finite elasticity is not necessary for minimal 
inferabilit y. 

Example 3.3. Let FC be the class of all nonempty finite concepts on the universal set U. 
It is easy to see that this class has M-finite thickness, but does not have finite elasticity. 

Furthermore it is also easy to see that for any nonempty concept L, there is a minimal 
concept of L within C if and only if L is a finite concept. Since this class is reliably inferable 
from positive data (cf. Theorem 2.1), it follows that this class is reliably minimally inferable 
from positive data. 

Corollary 3.7. Let C = {Li)iEN be a class with both finite elasticity and M-finite thick- 
ness. Then if C contains the universal set U as its member, then C is strong-minimally 
inferable from positive data. 



Proof. Assume that C contains the universal set U as its member. Then by Lemma 3.4 (a), 
for any concept L, there is a minimal concept of L within C. Thus, by Theorem 3.6, we 
have the corollary. I 

Lemma 3.8. I f  a class C does not satisfy MEF-condition, then there are a nonempty finite 
set T U and an infinite sequence Ljl, Lj,, . . . E C such that Lj, 2 Lj, 2 2 T .  

Proof. Assume that C does not satisfy MEF-condition. Then by Definition 3.1, there are 
a nonempty finite set T C U and an Li E C such that (i) T & L; and that (ii) there is no 
minimal concept Lj of T within C such that Lj C Li. 

Put jl = i, and define ji's (i 2 2) inductively by the following stages: 

Stage i (2 2): 
Since Lj,-, C Li, we see by (ii) that Lji-, is not a minimal concept of T within C. 
Therefore there is a j 2 1 such that T Lj 5 LA.,. Put j; = j, and goto Stage i + 1. 

Then it is clear that Lj, 2 Lj, 2 . 2 T .  

The following Corollary 3.9 is a weak form of Theorem 3.6 and Corollary 3.7. 

Corollary 3.9. (a) I f  a class C has finite thickness, then C is reliably minimally inferable 
from positive data. 

(b) I f  a class C with finite thickness contains the universal set U as its member, then C 
is strong-minimally inferable from positive data. 

Proof. (a) Assume that a class C has finite thickness. By Theorem 3.6, it suffices for us to 
show that C has finite elasticity and satisfies both MEF-condition and MFF-condition. By 
Proposition 2.4, C has finite elasticity. It is easy to see that C satisfies MFF-condition. 

Suppose that C does not satisfy MEF-condition. Then by Lemma 3.8, there are a 
nonempty finite set T C U and an infinite sequence Ljl, Lj,, . E C of concepts such that 
Ljl 2 Lj, 2 . . . 2 T. This means that C has infinitely many distinct concepts that include 
T. This contradicts the assumption that C has finite thickness. 

(b) is clear by the above (a) and Corollary 3.7. I 

Example 3.4. Let PAT be the class of pattern languages (cf. Angluin[l, 21). Angluin[2] 
showed that PAT has finite thickness. Furthermore PAT contains the universal set U (= 
C+) as its member. Thus, by Corollary 3.9 (b), PAT is strong-minimally inferable from 
positive data. 

Lemma 3.10 (Kapur[lO]). Let C = {LiIiEN be a class with finite elasticity, and let L 2 U 
be a concept. Then if L is not a subset o f  any Li E C, then there is a finite subset T of  L 
such that T is not a subset o f  any L; E C. 

Proof. Assume that L is not a subset of any L; E C. Thus wee see that L is nonempty. 

Here we suppose that for any finite subset T of L, there is an Li E C such that T L;. 
Let wo be an arbitrary element in L, and define wi's and Lj,'s (i 2 1) inductively by the 
following st ages: 

Stage i (2 1): 



Since {wo, wl, , wi-,) & L, it follows by assumption that there is an Lj E C such that 
{wo, wl, , wiml) & Lj. Put j; = j .  Then by assumption, L is not a subset of Lj,, it 
follows that there is a w E L \ Lji. Put w; = w, and goto Stage i + 1. 

Then by the construction, two infinite sequences wo, w1, w2, and Lj, , Lj, , satisfy 
the following condition: For i 2 I, 

That is, C has infinite elasticity. This contradicts the assumption. 

If a class with both finite elasticity and M-finite thickness has a computable function 
econs defined below (cf. Mukouchi&Arikawa[l5]), then an inference machine can refute the 
class when there is no minimal concept of the target concept within the class. 

Definition 3.3. For a finite set T C U ,  let 

1, if there exists an Li E C such that T & L;, 
econs(T) = 

0, otherwise. 

Corollary 3.11. Let C be a class with both finite elasticity and M-finite thickness. Then 
if the function econs for C is recursive, then C is refutably minimally inferable from positive 
data. 

Proof. Assume that the function econs for C is recursive. Then let us consider the procedure 
in Figure 2. 

Procedure RIIM Ad; 

begin 

T = 4 ;  n - 0 ;  

repeat  

read the next fact and store it in T;  

n = n + l ;  

if econs(T) = 0 t h e n  refute the class and stop; 

search for the least index i < n such that 

(1) T Li, and 

(2) v j  < n, [T c L, + L:) g L!")]; 

if such an index i is found t h e n  output i else output n; 

forever; 

end. 

Figure 2: An RIIM which refutably minimally infers a class from positive data 

Assume that we feed a positive presentation a of a nonempty concept L to the procedure. 

Claim: There is an n 2 1 such that econs(o[n]+) = 0, if and only if there is no minimal 
concept of L within C. 



Proof of the claim. (I) The 'if7 part. Assume that there is no minimal concept of L within 
C. Then by Lemma 3.4 (a), for any Li E C, L Li holds. Therefore, by Lemma 3.10, there 
is a finite set T L such that for any Li E C, T Li. Hence for any positive presentation 
a of L, there is an n > 1 such that T I a[n]+, and it follows that econs(a[n]+) = 0. 

(11) The 'only if7 part. Assume that there is a minimal concept of L within C. It is easy 
to see that for any positive presentation a of L and any n 2 1, econs(a[n]+) = 1. 

By this claim and the proof of Theorem 3.6, it is easy to see that the procedure is an 
RIIM which refutably minimally infers C from positive data. II 

By a similar discussion to that in Corollary 3.9, we have the following Corollary 3.12. 

Corollary 3.12. Let C be a class with finite thickness. Then if the function econs for C is 
recursive, then C is refutably minimally inferable from positive data. 

4. Separations 

In this section, we show that there are differences between the powers of strong-minimal 
inferability, refutably minimal inferability, reliably minimal inferability and inferability in 
the limit from positive data. 

First we present a class which is refutably minimally inferable but not strong-minimally 
inferable from positive data. 

Example 4.1. Let C = {a} be a finite alphabet, and let PAT' be the class of pattern 
languages over C each of which does not contain the string 'a', that is, ??.A7' = PA7  \ 
{L(x), L(a)) (cf. Example 3.4). 

Then it is easy to see that this class has finite thickness. Furthermore we define the 
function econs for C as follows: 

1, if T does not contain the string 'a', 
econs(T) = 

0, otherwise. 

It is easy to see that this function econs agrees with Definition 3.3 and it is recursively com- 
put able. Thus, by Corollary 3.12, this class is refutably minimally inferable from positive 
data. 

However there is no minimal concept of the concept C+ within ??AT1, it follows that 
this class is not strong-minimally inferable from positive data. 

Next, we present a class which is reliably minimally inferable but not refutably minimally 
inferable from positive data. 

Example 4.2. We consider the class -TC of all nonernpty finite concepts on the universal 
set U .  As shown in Example 3.3, this class is reliably minimally inferable from positive 
data. 

On the other hand, this class is not refutably minimally inferable from positive data. In 
fact, suppose that there is an RIIM M which refutably minimally infers FC  from positive 
data. Then let L 2 U be an infinite concept, and let a be an arbitrary positive presentation 
of L. Since there is no minimal concept of L within FC, M refutes the class FC  from a[n] 
for some n. Let w be the last element in a[n], let T = a[nIf be a finite set, and put 
S = a[n], w, w, . .. Since T is in FC and S is a positive presentation of T, M should infer 
T w.r.t. FC in the limit from 6. This is a contradiction. 



Finally, the following Theorem 4.1 shows that there is a class which is inferable in the 
limit but not minimally inferable from positive data. 

Theorem 4.1 (Kapur[lO]). There is an indexed family C o f  recursive concepts such that 
C is inferable in the limit but not minimally inferable from positive data. 

Proof. Let MI, Mz, .  . . be an enumeration of all inference machines, and let c : N x N --+ N 
be Cantor's pairing function. For j 2 1, let pj be the j-th prime number, and put o;. = 

pj, pj, pj , . a. For j, n 2 1, let Min) (9) be the last guess of Mj executed in n steps on input 
aj . 

For j, k 2: 1, let 

{pj,py+l}, if there is an rn 2 1 such that Mjm)(aj) = c(j, k), 

Lc(j,k) = where n = min{rn I &fj(")(aj) = c(j, k)}, 

{Pj 1) otherwise. 

Then let C = {Li}iEN This class is an indexed family of recursive concepts. In fact, for 
any i, q 2 1, we can decide whether q E L; or not as follows: Let j ,  k be integers such that 
i = c(j, k). 

(i) In case q = pj. Then q is in Li. 

(ii) In case q = py+l for some n 2 1. Then we execute Mj in n steps on input oj. If it 
outputs i (= c(j, k)) for the first time at just n-th step, then q (= p:") is in Li. Otherwise 
q is not in Li. 

(iii) Otherwise q is not in Li. 

Thus this class is an indexed family of recursive concepts. 

(I) This class C is inferable in the limit from positive data. This is because this class 
consists of finite concepts, and it follows that we can construct an effective procedure which 
recursively enumerates a finite tell-tale of any concept in C within C (cf. Theorem 2.2). 

(11) This class is not minimally inferable from positive data. In fact, suppose that there 
is an IIM M, which minimally infers C from positive data. Therefore Mj should converge 
to an index i for crj such that Li is a minimal concept of {pj} within C. 

Since pj E Li, it is easy to see that there is a k 2 1 such that i = c(j, k). Furthermore 

since Mj outputs i, there is an rn 2 1 such that Mjm)(aj) = i (= c(j, k)). Let n = min{rn I 
~ j ( ~ )  (aj) = c(j, k)}. Then by definition, L; = Lc(jYk) = ipj, p ~ + l }  holds. 

However there is a k' 2 1 such that Lc(jlkt) = {pj}. In fact, suppose the converse. Then 
for any k' 2 1, Lc(j,lc/) f {pj}. By the construction, this means that Mj changes its mind 
infinitely many times for aj, which contradicts the fact that Mj converges to the index i 
for aj .  

This means that Li is not a minimal concept of {pj} within C, which contradicts the 
assumption. 

The separations so far known are summarized as follows: 



C is strong-minimally inferable from positive data, 

C is refutably minimally inferable from positive data, 

Ik 
C is reliably minimally inferable from positive data, 

I ($?I 
C is minimally inferable from positive data, 

C is inferable in the limit from positive data, 

I t  
C is semi-reliably inferable from positive data. 

It is unknown at present whether the classes that are minimally inferable from positive 
data are reliably minimally inferable from positive data or not. 

5. EFS Definable Classes 

In this section, we consider so-called model inference (cf. Shapiro[l9]) and language learning 
using elementary formal systems ( EFSs, for short). 

The EFS7s were originally introduced by Smullyan[23] to develop his recursion theory. In 
a word, EFS's are a kind of logic programming language which uses strings instead of terms 
in first order logic[25], and they are shown to be natural devices to define languages[3]. 

In this paper, we briefly recall EFS's. For detailed definitions and properties of EFS's, 
please refer to Smullyan [23], Arikawa[3], Arikawa et a1. [4, 51 and Yamamoto [25]. 

Let C, X and 17 be mutually disjoint nonempty sets. We assume that 17 and C are 
nonempty finite sets, and fix them throughout this section. Elements in C, X and 17 are 
called constant symbols, variables and predicate symbols, respectively. By p, q,  pl , p2, . a, 

we denote predicate symbols. Each predicate symbol is associated with a positive integer 
which we call an arity. 

In general, for a set S, S+ denotes the set of all nonempty finite strings over S .  

Definition 5.1. A term, or a pattern, is an element in (C U X)+,  that is, it is a nonnull 
string over (C U X).  By r, rl, r 2 ,  . , we denote terms. A term .rr is said to be ground, if 
r E C+.  By w, wl, wz, . -, we denote ground terms. 

An atomic formula (atom, for short) is an expression of the form p(rl,  . . , rn), where p 
is a predicate symbol with arity n, and rl, . . , rn are terms. By A, B, Al, A2,. ., we denote 
atoms. An atom p(rl ,  . . , rn) is said to be ground, if rl, , rn are ground terms. 

We define well-formed formulas and clauses in the ordinary ways[ll]. 

Definition 5.2. A definite clause is a clause of the form 

where n > 0, and A, B1, . , Bn are atoms. The atom A above is called the head of the 
clause, and the sequence B1, . . . , Bn is called the body of the clause. By C, D, C1, C2, , 



we denote definite clauses. Then an EFS is a finite set of definite clauses, each of which is 
called an axiom. 

A substitution is a homomorphism from terms to terms which maps each symbol a E C 
to itself. 

In the world of EFS's, the Herbrand base (HB, for short) is the set of all ground atoms. 
A subset I of HB is called an Herbrand interpretation. We also define Herbrand model, and 
the least Herbrand model in the ordinary ways[ll]. 

For an EFS r, the least Herbrand model is denoted by M ( r ) .  For an EFS I' and a 
predicate symbol p with arity n, we define the set of n-tuples of ground terms as follows: 

In case the arity of p is 1, i.e. p is unary, we regard L(T,p) as a language over C.  

Now we put a syntactical restriction on EFS's, because the least Herbrand model M(T) 
for an unrestricted EFS r may not be recursive, that is, for a ground atom A, we can not 
recursively decide whether A E M ( r )  or not. 

For a term T, by I I T I I ,  we denote the length of T, and by o(x, T), the number of all 
occurrences of a variable x in T. For an atom p(x1,. , T,), we define the length of the 
atom and the number of variable's occurrences in the atom as follows: 

Definition 5.3. A clause A +-- B1, , Bn is said to be length-bounded, if 

for any substitution 0. 

An EFS I' is said to be length-bounded, if all axioms of r are length-bounded. 

The notion of length-bounded clauses is characterized by the following Lemma 5.1. 

Lemma 5.1 (Arikawa et a1.[4, 51). A clause A +-- B1, . , Bn is length-bounded, if and 
only i f  IlAll 2 ~~BIII + + llBnll and O(X, A) 2 O(X, B1) + + o(x, B,) hold for any variable 

From now on, we only consider length-bounded EFS's. For length-bounded EFS's, the 
following Theorem 5.2 holds. 

Theorem 5.2 (Arikawa et a1. [4, 51, Yamarnoto[25]). For a length-bounded EFS r, the 
least Herbrand model M ( r )  is recursive, that is, for any ground atom A, whether A E M ( r )  
or not is recursively decidable. 

Furthermore the following Theorem 5.3 shows the power of length-bounded EFS's. 

Theorem 5.3 (Arikawa et a1.[4, 51). A language L C+ is context-sensitive, if and only 
i f  L is definable by a length-bounded EFS. 



We devote the rest of this section to showing that length-bounded EFS definable classes 
are (refutably or strong-) minimally inferable from positive data. 

We denote by CB['"~ the class of all length-bounded EFS7s with at most n axioms. 
Then M(LB['"]) denotes the class of the least Herbrand models of EFS7s in CB['"], and 
L(CB['"I) denotes the class of all languages defined by EFS's in LB['"] with a fixed unary 
predicate symbol p E 17. 

Theorem 5.4 (Shinohara[21, 221). For any n 2 1, the classes M(LB['"~) and L(LB['"]) 
have finite elasticity, respectively. 

We see by this Theorem 5.4 that M(cB['"]) and L(LB['"~) are inferable in the limit 
from positive data, respectively (cf. Wright [24], Shinohara[21, 221). 

Definition 5.4 (Shinohara[21, 221). Let T G HB be a nonempty finite set. Then an EFS 
I' is said to be reduced w.r.t. T, if T 2 M ( r )  and T M(I") hold for any I" 5 r .  For 
a class EC of EFS7s and a nonempty finite set T HB, let RED (T, EC) = {I' E EC I 
I' is reduced w.r.t. T). 

Lemma 5.5 (Shinohara[21, 221). For any n 2 1 and any nonempty finite set T C HB,  the 
cardinality o f  RED (T, LB['"]) is finite. 

Definition 5.5. For a nonempty finite set T 5 HB and an EFS r, let TR-RED(T, I') = 

{I" G I' 1 I" is reduced w.r.t. T). 

For any nonempty finite set T 2 HB and any EFS I', if T 5 M ( r ) ,  then TR-RED(T, I') 
is a nonempty finite set. 

Lemma 5.6 (Sato&Moriyama[l8]) . For any n 2 1, the classes M(LB['"]) and L(LB['"]) 
satisfy MEF-condition, respectively. 

Proof. Suppose that M (cB['"]) does not satisfy MEF-condition. By Definition 3.1, there 
are a nonempty finite set T C HB and an EFS To E CB['"l such that 

(i) T G M(ll0) , and 

(ii) for any EFS I' E LB[<"~, M ( r )  is not a minimal concept of T within M(LB[~"~)  
such that M (r) 5 M(ro).  

Let I", E TR-RED(T, To) be an EFS, and define rji 's (i 2 2) inductively by the 
following st ages: 

Stage i (2 2): 

Since M(Tj,-,) M (To), we see by (ii) that M (I",-,) is not a minimal concept of T 
within M(LB['"]). Therefore there is an EFS I' E ISB['"~ such that T 5 M ( r )  $ 
M(rj,-,). Let I'', E TR-RED(T7 I') be an EFS, and goto Stage i + 1. 

It is clear that I'', , rj,, are all distinct and reduced w.r.t. T,  which contradicts Lemma 

Similarly, we can also show that L(LB[~"]) satisfies MEF-condition. 

Lemma 5.7 (Sato&Moriyama[18]) . For any n 2 1, the classes M (CB['"]) and L(CB['"I) 
satisfy MFF-condition, respectively. 



Proof. Let T c HB be a nonempty finite set such that T M ( r )  for some EFS r E CB['"]. 
Then by Lemma 5.6, there is an EFS r' E CB['"] such that M ( P )  is a minimal concept 
of T within M(cB['"]) with M ( r f )  C_ M ( r ) .  If r' is not reduced w.r.t. T,  then there 
is an EFS r" E RED (T, LB[~"]) such that r" 5 r ' .  However M (I") = M (r") holds, 
because M(F') is a minimal concept of T within M(LB['"]). This means that #{M(r) I 
M ( r )  is a minimal concept of T within M(LB['"~)} is not greater than #RED(T, LB['"]), 
which is finite by Lemma 5.5. Thus M (CB['"]) satisfies MFF-condition. 

Similarly, we can also show that L(LB['"]) satisfies MFF-condition. 

Theorem 5.8. For any n 2 1, the class L ( C B [ ~ " ] )  is strong-minimally inferable from 
positive data. 

Proof. It is clear by Theorem 5.4, Lemma 5.7, Lemma 5.6, Corollary 3.7 and the fact that 
L(LB['"]) contains the universal set U = C+ as its member. II 

Theorem 5.9. For any n 2 1, the class M (cB['"]) is refutably minimally inferable from 
positive data. 

Proof. We define the function econs as follows: For a finite set T C HB, 

I, if the number of distinct predicate symbols 
econs(T) = appearing in T is not greater than n, 

0, otherwise. 

It is easy to see that this function econs agrees with Definition 3.3 and it is recursively 
computable. 

Thus, by Theorem 5.4, Lemma 5.6, Lemma 5.7 and Corollary 3.11, we see that M (cB['"]) 
is refutably minimally inferable from positive data. II 

Here we note that by the same discussion to prove Lemma 5.6 and 5.7, we can show 
that the class of unions of a t  most n pattern languages has M-finite thickness, and thus 
this class is strong-minimally inferable from positive data (cf. Wright [24]). 

6. Concluding Remarks 

We have introduced a notion of minimal inferability for a class of recursive concepts from 
positive data, and presented some sufficient conditions. Then we showed that there are some 
rich hypothesis spaces that are (refutably or strong-) minimally inferable from positive data. 

Using only positive data, it is natural to consider a minimal concept of a target concept 
within the class concerned, because a minimal concept explains all obtained facts and, in a 
sense, it is one of the best concept within the class. Moreover we can regard it as a natural 
extension of ordinary inferability from positive data, because minimal inferability directly 
leads to inferability of the class in the ordinary sense. 

As stated in Section 2, if we consider an inference of a minimal concept, finite tell-tales 
turn to be of no use. However various conditions, properties and notions introduced to show 
uniform and recursive enumerability of a finite tell-tale seem to be valid to some degree. I 
think this is because these notions, including a finite tell-tale, more or less lead to how to 



avoid overgeneralization, that is, how to identify a minimal concept. In order to work finite 
tell-tales intendedly, the target concept should be in the class (cf. Proposition 2.5). 

In Section 5 we have showed that classes definable by length-bounded EFS's with at most 
n axioms are minimally inferable from positive data. The argument to prove this is also 
valid for the classes definable by monotonic formal systems with bounded finite-thickness 
(cf. Shinohara[22]). Thus we can also show various classes are minimally inferable from pos- 
itive data. For example, the classes definable by weakly reducing EFS's[25] (or max-length 
bounded EFS's in [13]) or linear prolog programs[20] (or weakly reducing logic programs 
in [6]) with at most n axioms, and the class of languages definable by context-sensitive 
grammars with a t  most n productions are (refutably or strong-) minimally inferable from 
positive data for any n 2 1 (cf. Shinohara[22]). 
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